
Ready for automation

Freely adjustable control panel.

The entire material feeding area is designed as a transit roll-way

with embedded rollers.

The automatic cutting pressure regulation automatically adapts the cutting 

feed and pressure to the material. The result is higher cutting output

and longer service life.

Ergonomic automatic



Ergonomic 320.258 GANC 0° 258 250

45°

60°

Ergonomic 375.308 GANC 0° 308 305

45° 245 200

60°

Ergonomic 340.278 GANC 0° 278 275

45° 260 230

60°



Accessories, material conveyors

For more information about the machine and the possibility of extending it, please contact our sales department.

Innovative accessories

Hydraulic bundle clamping device
Device for clamping materials in layers and bundles with the use 

of an additional vertical clamping unit.

Clamping pressure regulation
Clamping pressure of both clamping cylinders is set centrally

to prevent deformations of thin-walled pipes and profi les. 

Micro-spray-system
For ideal cutting of pipes and profi les, the micro-spray unit

applies a grease fi lm on the teeth points and lateral sides

of the saw band.

Laser liner
The laser unit copies the exact line in the saw band axis to the 

material. Laser Liner allows precise adjustment of the marked 

material.

Additional coolant inflow
The additional coolant infl ow is used for extra wide materials.

If there is a need to get more coolant during the cut.

Pistol for machine cleaning
Tool for fast and easy cleaning of the machine from chips

and burrs.

Workspace lighting
A lamp for lighting the workspace, adjustable and mounted

on the fl exible arm.

Tenzomat
A precise measuring tool for the control of the saw band tension 

when a new band is installed.



System M / material conveyors

Sample assembly

Ergonomic 375.308 GANC

Conveyors M330 with steel rollers

Connection part M 330 left

Fixed vertical steel rollers, 4 pcs.

Hydraulic blade tensioning indicator
The saw band tension indicator provides permanent control

of the band tension, even during the machine operation.


